Welcome back to our Program Equity Practices resource, or PEP Talk, where practitioners lead the charge in sharing their experiences and perspectives on how to address equity gaps and increase postsecondary education access and success for all students. The National Alliance of Concurrent Enrollment Partnerships (NACEP) hopes this resource series will empower practitioners by informing program practices with insights on ways to elevate dual and concurrent enrollment to meet the education needs of all who seek the opportunity.

NACEP works to promote, advocate, and help facilitate equitable access and participation in dual and concurrent enrollment. Research continues to show gaps in access and participation for historically underrepresented student groups despite attempts to increase equity.

One important way that programs can start to improve equitable access and participation is to utilize program data. In this NACEP PEP Talk we explore ways program data can be used as a tool to build consistent communication and collaborative goal setting to increase equitable participation. Building and sharing data profiles can be an impactful tool to increase awareness and collaboration between colleges, K-12 partners, and community stakeholders. In this PEP Talk we focus on ways concurrent enrollment partnerships can leverage systematic collection and dissemination of data to help programs identify gaps in equitable participation and develop interventions to set goals and monitor progress.
Over the past three decades, opportunities for high school students to earn college credit while in high school have grown exponentially. A wide-ranging body of research shows the tremendous impact college courses in high school environments have on students and their success. The NACEP Research Commission works to gather and synthesize this research through research spotlights and issue briefs, and curates these resources in the NACEP Resource Center. Research continues to show that participation in dual enrollment has a positive impact on student academic achievement, graduation rates, non-remedial placement upon college entry, higher post-secondary GPA, and increased degree attainment (NACEP Fast Facts).

Successful programs, those closing equity gaps in particular, are built on real partnerships between K-12 and higher education institutions. Growing a true partnership requires clear and effective communication and shared program goals. One way to ensure strong partnership and meaningful goal-setting is through data collection and evaluation. As partners engage in this important and complex work we must leverage program data to understand who participates in programs and build strategic conversations around closing equity gaps. Program data plays a critical role in understanding the populations we currently serve and those we aspire to better serve.

NACEP’s vision supports a future where all secondary students will have equitable access to quality college courses to support their post-secondary goals. Equity goals are important checkpoints when working to assess whether participation in concurrent enrollment reflects the population of students within the school. In order for programs to grow and expand access, it is important to utilize metrics like program participation and outcomes when collecting data to identify gaps and set goals for improvement. Program metrics look different for each program and each high school served. NACEP challenges its members and the dual and concurrent enrollment community to evaluate data through a student demographic lens with metrics like persistence rates, credit hours attempted and completed, course offerings, course modalities, and student success.

In this NACEP PEP Talk we explore the work of Aims Community College and their crusade to build easy to understand annual profiles for their partner high schools. These “partner profiles” help their high school partners view their concurrent enrollment program trends and identify gaps in student participation. The High School Programs office at Aims Community College has focused on leveraging data to improve concurrent enrollment equity and access in their corner.
Aims Community College is located about one hour north of the Denver metro area, in Greeley Colorado. Raymond Chard is the Director of High School Programs and Aimee Rogers is the High School Programs Instructor Coordinator at Aims Community College. They lead the program which serves around 4,000 concurrent enrollment students annually through more than 60 high school partners. This dynamic duo oversees Aims’ college pathway opportunities including concurrent enrollment experiences, certificate-based pathways, fully integrated on-campus experiences, and pathways in technology early college (PTECH) programs. With a large regional concurrent enrollment footprint, thousands of students participating each year, and multiple high school partners offering a variety of options in varied modalities, the team at Aims was managing a lot of moving parts while seeing great success in program growth.
Ray and Aimee knew the great work that was happening in Aims’ high school programs and wanted an efficient, consistent, and impactful way to share information while highlighting the schools and communities they serve. The pair were eager to help their high school partners “tell their concurrent enrollment story” and a chance request from a department dean helped spur a design idea that made Aims’ High School Partner Profiles come to life.

A Dean was preparing for an upcoming meeting with a partner school and wanted information about the school’s concurrent enrollment program: how many students were participating, what courses were offered, what was most popular, how many credits students were taking? All key elements in helping high schools tell their concurrent enrollment story. This was an Ah-Ha moment for Ray and Aimee.

“Once we connected the dots, we decided we were going to compile High School Partner Profiles (which we affectionately call “high school report cards”) and not only have the profiles available internally, but also send a copy to each of our schools annually.”

By providing the profiles to their high school partners, Ray and Aimee knew that the school would have the information readily available in an easy to understand format, a useful tool to help them tell their program’s story. Ray and Aimee saw the value in this approach and knew their high schools would too.
In the summer of 2021, Aims sent the first iteration of the High School Partner Profiles to each of their high schools. Each profile contained important high-level information that schools could use to tell their story, including:

- number of students who participated
- credits attempted
- degrees and certificates completed
- participants demographic information
- students' course taking behavior
- success and completion rates
- courses taken and modality (high school, on-campus, online and remote)

For more examples of High School Partner Profile sheets, visit the Aims Community College website here.
Moving from Equity Barrier to Equity Builder

Research studies have shown that concurrent enrollment can increase college access and student success, particularly among groups historically underrepresented in postsecondary education including first generation students, individuals of low socioeconomic status, low and middle academically achieving students, as well as Black, Indigenous, Hispanic and other students of color. There are still significant gaps in access to concurrent enrollment for groups historically underrepresented in postsecondary education. Data from the National Center for Educational Statistics (NCES) reported disparity in concurrent enrollment program participation rates among Hispanic and Latinx (30%) and African American and Black students (27%) compared to their White or Asian counterparts (over 38%). For students in rural areas, limited resources and access to programming are barriers to concurrent enrollment participation (Dual Enrollment Participation and Characteristics).

Elements like state policy, funding, and geographic proximity can impact equity and access and often are beyond the control of concurrent enrollment programs. However, reviewing and using data to inform planning offers programs a powerful tool for understanding and sharing data while working to increase equitable access to higher education.

The student demographic portion of High School Partner Profiles has the potential to
Meetings with high school partners working with Aims Community College included questions like:

“Do the demographics of our Concurrent Enrollment students match the overall student demographics?”

“Are there any groups underrepresented or overrepresented?”

“What changes to student recruitment, information, and support will help us start to address these gaps?”

The High School Partner Profile sheets were incredibly well received, both internally and externally, with overwhelmingly positive feedback. The profiles were a tool that shared information and opened pathways for rich dialog, goal-setting, and planning. The student demographics section of the profiles became a key factor in driving impactful equity conversations among Aims’ partners and served as a catalyst for action in improving access.

By providing data to their partners, the team realized the information fostered deeper conversations about equity, access, and student success. As the old adage states, you measure what you care about, and that is what the High School Programs team at Aims Community College worked to do through High School Partner Profiles.

The High School Partner Profiles led to impactful conversations and more importantly impactful change. In the first year of widespread usage, the High School Programs team met with a local comprehensive high school to review their profile. In 2020-21, the high school had about 120 students participating in concurrent enrollment, 57% of which were female and 55% were Hispanic. In a school district more than 70% Hispanic, there was a clear gap. The High School Partner Profile data set the stage for planning to increase student participation and equity within the program. As a result, the high school reconfigured their outreach efforts to align program representation with that of their student body population.
The following academic year, 2021-22, the school district not only increased the number of students participating by 12% but they also started to close some of their participation gaps. In the 2021-22 academic year the male/female participation rates were on par with the population within the high school: 45% Female, 53% Male, 2% Non-report/Other and the number of Hispanic students participating had increased nearly to 64%, closing the participation gap by nearly 10% in a single year. The changes were a direct result of the high school's work to adjust their outreach efforts to align program participation and student body representation. Ensuring equitable access and participation in concurrent enrollment requires intentional conversation about who has access, who does not, and why gaps are present. This is foundational for any work to grow program participation and increase representation and program diversity within a high school student population.

Looking Ahead for Lasting Impact

The 2022-2023 school year was the third year Aims Community College utilized High School Partner Profiles as an equity tool. Some exciting elements of the journey include the ability for partners to showcase their program successes while driving conversation regarding equity gaps. Heading into the third year, the High School Programs team and partnering schools had established goals and shared an understanding about the important aspects of concurrent enrollment and student success. Ray, Aimee, and the Aims High School Programs team noted increased outreach and awareness regarding student participation compared to student population demographics. As a result, Aims Community College supports efforts of their partners to address equity gaps.

The team at Aims has learned that in order for equity-focused conversations to take place it is important for those partnerships to collaborate internally to support their external collaborations. Concurrent enrollment is a great way for colleges to understand and develop supports specific to the students they serve now and hope to serve in the future. As students graduate and transition to college, institutions can be proactive by using data collected from concurrent enrollment programming to better understand student need and provide resources to help them reach their goals.
While Ray and Aimee’s original goal was to help their high school partners tell their story, the High School Partner Profiles really helped tell the ever-evolving story of their program through their partnerships. Aims Community College has centered that story on ensuring that a more diverse group of students find clear connections to accelerated paths through post-secondary education. They hope their story and the resources they have shared in this PEP Talk can be a roadmap to help others recognize the power and potential of concurrent enrollment in promoting equitable access and success for all students. By fostering strong partnerships, advocating for quality programs, and prioritizing the needs of students, they believe that the transformative power of these programs can be harnessed to create a more equitable and inclusive educational landscape. Through ongoing collaboration and continuous improvement, they are committed to ensuring that the story of dual enrollment reflects a shared vision of excellence and opportunity for all.

Where to Begin?

Data collection in dual and concurrent enrollment may seem daunting, but it is important to understand the student population served in order to address barriers to access. The High School Programs team at Aims Community College offers advice about how to start your journey to building useful data for centering equity conversations with high school partners.

Start with a Conversation

Aims took action by meeting with high school administrators, counselors, advisors, staff, and instructors from a variety of high school partners once a semester. Meetings were intended to create space for partners to provide the college with some guidance and recommendations on concurrent enrollment programs at Aims. It was at one of these standing partnership meetings that the idea of the High School Partner Profile was proposed and discussed. This discussion brought new energy and excitement to the conversations and created the opportunity for valuable feedback from the secondary partners. This, in turn, helped further shape the profile’s format and ensure that the information included was of value for both the high school and the college.
Aims High School Partner Profiles focus on key data that prioritize program goals and highlight equity and access gaps. To adapt this approach for your program and school partners, identify the essential metrics you want to measure and consider how to collect that information. Explore existing data sources, such as admission applications, which may already contain relevant data aligned with your desired metrics. Through intentional data collection, you can effectively track progress, identify areas for improvement, and foster a culture of equity and access within your dual enrollment program.

Secondary and postsecondary institutions both collect a variety of student data. Accessing data from a college or a high school for internal use is typically straightforward. Aggregate data that does not contain student level information or has a data set size large enough to be anonymous is also generally safe to use. Data sharing to connect student information across systems or using confidential student-identifying data can be complicated. If you have questions along the way, check with your campus Institutional Research staff or Institutional Review Board. Ray and Aimee suggest you start with what you have that is easily accessible. In many cases, this will be a strong enough starting point to show the value of using data.

Aims met with their Institutional Research Office to create a plan for gathering and centralizing data, which could be burdensome without internal support. Ray and Aimee also noted:

“We knew that all colleges and high schools collect student data in some capacity. It was a matter of what type of data and whether it was useful data for our work. Concurrent Enrollment is the one area where we share students, and we discovered that Aims was doing a pretty good job of coding and collecting data on our Concurrent Enrollment student population.”

“Currently, Aims Community College is a Banner school and Institutional Research was able to create a series of data dashboards for us through Tableau.”
Data collection is important but barriers to collecting data exist. Partnerships between institutions and K-12 partners does not necessarily ensure data sharing between entities. Institutions and K-12 schools have different policies, reporting metrics, and databases for various reporting to entities such as the U.S. Department of Education and accrediting bodies. One barrier to data collection is the lack of understanding for partnering schools policies and how they differ for those at the institution.

It is important to understand those policies and to structure data collection in a way that ensures protection and accuracy. It is also important to know how organizations collect data (admissions forms, financial aid documents, surveys) to find foundational metrics for collection. When working with colleagues, build relationships and mutual understanding of processes interdepartmentally, in an effort to create foundational support for the work ahead.

Ensure Data Accuracy

Data collected for program assessment and evaluation should include a review process to insure accurate information and avoid duplicating data sets. Aims evaluated their data sets and noted the potential for student count duplication if students switched high schools or took courses through a variety of modalities such as high school location, campus, and online course options. Programs are as unique as the students they serve and types of duplication depend on the program and data collection system. Review processes are necessary to ensure accurate information is being collected and communicated by the institution.

Make It Useful

After the data checking process and learning about some of the minor challenges within the data, Aims opted to include a definitions section in the report for clarification and to ensure shared understanding. Once they felt confident, their last step was to meet with the Aims Marketing and Communications department. The Marketing and Communication staff were key collaborators and created a fillable PDF that allowed information to be easily customized from text and data to partner high school logos.
Data Collection Steps, Tips, and Case Study Examples

The team at Aims Community College High School Partnerships office offers this suggested process to help guide your work.

**Step 1**  *Understanding institutional goals, program partnerships, and student population*

Prior to collecting data, observe institutional goals, partnerships, and various student needs and barriers in order to determine what metrics should be collected and used. Each institution, K-12 partner, and student group are unique and understanding differences in need and processes will help guide the data collection process.

Tip: Know and understand organizational mission and vision as well as the goals and objectives for partnering organizations, then review observations about student participation such as courses requested, completion, and success. Are they aligned?

Case Study: Aims was approached with an idea and in completing the request saw an opportunity to better understand and showcase partners and student success while also helping serve their mission to increase equitable access to post-secondary education. A clear tie to the mission can help other campus offices see how interdepartmental support helps to advance the collective goal.

**Step 2**  *Determine what data you have and what information it gives you*

Data likely already exists through various admission and registration processes. Determine what data are being collected and whether it is useful in partnership communication, program planning, and enhancing student success.

Stakeholder engagement is necessary both inside and outside of the organization. Determine which departments collect and use information and create internal partnerships to increase student support and success through data collection.

Tip: Before creating new data collection methods check what you already collect. If admissions data are collected for dual and concurrent enrollment students, determine if the data currently collected provides the insight that is needed.

Case Study: Institutional Research and admissions processes at Aims provided all the data needed to provide High School Partner Profiles.
**Step 3** Determine if data collection processes yield accurate data

When collecting data for review, you may find contradictory information and/or duplicate data. Make sure data collected are accurate so they are useful for evaluation and information sharing. To support accuracy it is also important to know and understand your data source, who enters it, and where potential errors are generated in the process. Recurrent data issues usually mean something in the process needs to be fixed.

Tip: Issues with data collection can range from duplicate accounts, changes to student information such as high school transfer, incomplete responses, transitioning between one database to another and so on. Create clear metrics for data and review to find gaps and areas for improvement.

Case Study: Aims found duplicate course registration information. Students who were taking more than one course were counted more than once, but through data review the team made adjustments to refine data collection for future planning.

**Step 4** Determine if additional data are needed

Once current data collection is evaluated, additional items may be needed depending on the type of engagement and planning needed. If current data collection is sufficient then additional metrics may not be necessary.

Tip: Additional metrics may vary by program, organization, and partnership. If more information is needed, create simple avenues for additional collection such as revising admissions application information, data input processes, and advising notes. Keep in mind state, system, institutional, and school policy as well as regulations such as FERPA when exploring additional metrics that will later be used for and publicly shared reporting.

Case Study: Aims approached the project with an open mind and the ability to make adjustments as needed. Once receiving feedback, additional metrics could be added based on school request.

**Step 5** Aim or impact

Find ways for your data collection to be mutually beneficial and informative for all involved. This may require additional interdepartmental collaboration. Aims partnered with their marketing and communications department to prepare and produce High School Partner Profiles.

Tip: Collaborate with campus partners and review institution goals to create a framework for data presentation. Not only will this increase program buy-in, it will also create opportunities for programs to support institution initiatives and create better understanding across the institution.

Case Study: Aims collaborated with their academic department and marketing and communications department to provide profiles that told a story and highlighted areas important to the high school partners. Though the profiles were initially meant to provide information to individual academic departments, the High School Programs team saw an opportunity to inform high school partners and an avenue to set goals for improvement.
• **Step 6  Create an open door for feedback**

High School Partner Profiles allowed Aims to structure and prepare data in a way that communicated program, stakeholder, and student success. They were also an avenue for inducing discussions about equity gaps and ways to improve student outcomes. This also created a dynamic between the institution and partners where goals could be mutually communicated in an effort to pool resources and meet need to increase success through strategic conversations.

**Tip:** Terminology between organizations varies. Consider meeting with partners as a way to provide deeper understanding and communication in partnerships including the ability for partnering schools to provide feedback to the institution.

Case Study Ex. As a way to update schools on program progress, a meeting between Aims and individual partners takes place yearly providing partners with the opportunity to share feedback. Aims also provided definitions within the High School Partner Profiles in an effort to create shared understanding.

• **Step 7  Share, goal-set, plan, assess, and repeat**

Program planning includes assessment and evaluation practices as well as dialog with existing stakeholders. Data, like High School Partner Profiles, can help institutions plan for the future by assessing student needs and aligning goals with those of partners and stakeholders as well as the institution's mission and vision.

**Tip:** Conversations can create avenues for additional resource allocation to help alleviate barriers to student success. As budget constraints can be an issue, tools like data collection and analysis can help programs demonstrate impact to leverage budget requests.

Case Study: Aims was able to use High School Partner Profiles to start conversations in addressing equity and access gaps in student participation.
Raymond Chard

Raymond has been involved with education for the past 15 years with a wide range of experiences. Raymond’s career started in secondary education as a high school science teacher. Shortly after Raymond was bitten by the entrepreneur bug and worked with several education startup companies focused primarily on online education. His most successful venture was an online learning platform that provided learning modules for chemistry and organic chemistry students. This platform was accessed by thousands of college students spanning 20 different institutions annually. While operating the business, Raymond went back to school and completed his Master’s degree in Natural Science Education from Colorado State University. After his time in the business world, he returned to education at Colorado State University as an instructor in the Master of Science Education (M.N.S.E) program. Students in the M.N.S.E. program were 6-12 grade teachers working on their Master’s degree. Raymond taught several courses that showcased best teaching practices, inclusive pedagogy, and how to effectively utilize assessment. In 2016, Raymond joined Aims Community College supporting their concurrent (dual) enrollment programs. Initially he was hired as an instructor teaching both Chemistry and Environmental science. After 1 year of teaching at Aims Community College Raymond began taking on administrative roles and currently serves as the Executive Director of High School Programs at Aims Community College. Beyond his duties as the Director of High School Programs, Raymond has been involved with many projects at Aims Community College from serving on the Council for Equity and Inclusion to being a member of the Campus Climate Working Group.

Today Raymond is in the final year of his doctoral studies at the University of Northern Colorado. The degree program focus is Curriculum and Innovation. Raymond’s research areas are education reform and equity. Beyond work and school, Raymond and his partner have 3 wonderful children and he spends the majority of his free time gardening and golfing.

Several things have been very consistent in his career, passion for student success, passion for working with instructors, and passion for developing meaningful opportunities for students. His entire career has always revolved around providing students access to academically rigorous education facilitated through collaborative engagement.

Aimee Rogers

Aimee has worked in higher education for over 25 years. Aimee’s higher ed career began at Aims Community College where she worked in the Communications, Humanities & Business Department and the Visual & Performing Arts Department. Aimee moved to the University of Northern Colorado (UNC) where she worked in the Office of Financial Aid; Aimee worked as the Assistant Director of Financial Aid overseeing the Student Employment Office. The last several years of Aimee’s tenure at UNC were spent as the Director for Professional Development. In this role, Aimee oversaw UNC’s High School Dual Enrollment Program. Aimee moved back to Aims Community College, where she currently serves as the Instructor Coordinator for the Office of High School Programs.
Aimee has served on several professional committees, including the Colorado Association of Financial Aid Administrators (CAFAA), the Western Association of Student Employment Administrators (WASEA) and the National Student Employment Association (NSEA). Aimee was a national trainer for both WASEA and NSEA.

**Amy Williams**  
NACEP Executive Director

Amy Williams joined the National Alliance of Concurrent Enrollment Partnerships (NACEP) as its Executive Director in 2019. NACEP has a 20-year history of supporting programs, practitioners, and policy to advance early access to quality college courses for high school students. Previously, Mrs. Williams served as Montana’s Director of Career & Technical Education and Dual Enrollment working closely with the Governor’s office to lead state-wide efforts to aggressively expand access and increase affordability of dual and concurrent enrollment. Mrs. Williams has a background in research science and two decades of experience in secondary and postsecondary education.

**Sarah Brown**

Since her first professional job working in higher education, Sarah realized her purpose in addressing and eliminating barriers to education access for students in Appalachia. Her passion and interest for institutional accreditation, strategic planning, and policy implementation has been cultivated through her experience in many sectors of education, including K-12, higher education, and non-profit work. She is completing her Ph.D. at Purdue University, where her dissertation research focuses on cultural competency and strategic planning in higher education.